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Abstract. Recently, many nucleon spin decompositions have been proposed in the
literature, creating a lot of confusion. This revived in particular old controversies regarding
the measurability of theoretically defined quantities. We propose a brief overview of the
different decompositions, discuss the sufficient requirements for measurability and stress
the experimental implications.

1. Introduction
The question of how to decompose the proton spin into measurable quark/gluon and spin/orbital angular
momentum (OAM) contributions has been revived half a decade ago by Chen et al. [1, 2]. They
challenged the textbook knowledge [3–6] by providing a gauge-invariant decomposition of the gluon
angular momentum into spin and OAM contributions. This work triggered many new developments
and reopened old controversies about the physical relevance and the measurability of the different
contributions. For a recent and detailed review of the topic, see Ref. [7].
In this proceeding, we briefly summarize the situation and stress the experimental implications. In
Sect. 2, we present the four main kinds of proton spin decompositions. In Sect. 3, we sketch the Chen et
al. approach and discuss its uniqueness issue. In Sect. 4, we argue that this problem is basically solved
by the theoretical framework used to describe actual experiments and establish the link between the
missing pieces, namely the OAM, with parton distributions. Finally, we conclude with Sect. 5.

2. The proton spin decompositions
There are essentially four kinds of proton spin decompositions into quark/gluon and spin/OAM
contributions [7, 8], referred to as the Jaffe-Manohar [5], Chen et al. [1, 2], Ji [6] and Wakamatsu [9, 10]
decompositions, and given by
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The common piece to all these decompositions is the quark spin contribution
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They however differ in the definition of the quark/gluon OAM
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and the gluon spin
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Except for the quark spin piece, the other terms in the Jaffe-Manohar decomposition are not gauge
invariant. Chen et al. remedied this by splitting of the gauge potential A = Apure + Aphys , and formally
replacing ordinary derivatives by pure-gauge covariant derivatives −∇ → Dpure = −∇ − igApure and
explicit occurrences of the gauge field by the physical part A → Aphys . The difference between the
Chen et al. and Wakamatsu decompositions is in the attribution of the so-called potential OAM to either
quarks or gluons
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Lpot = − d3 x (D · E)a x × Aaphys = LWak − LChen = LChen − LWak ,
(11)
where the QCD equation of motion (D · E)a = g† t a  has been used in the last equality. Finally, the
difference between the Ji and Wakamatsu decompositions is that the Ji decomposition does not provide
any splitting of the total gluon angular momentum into spin and OAM contributions

g
g
g
JJi = SWak + LWak = d3 x x × (E a × B a ).
(12)

3. The Chen et al. approach
Both the Chen et al. and Wakamatsu decompositions are based on a splitting of the gauge potential into
“pure-gauge” and “physical” terms [1, 2, 8–10]
phys
A (x) = Apure
 (x) + A (x).

(13)

By definition, the pure-gauge term does not contribute to the field strength
pure
pure
Fν
= * Apure
− *ν Apure
− ig[Apure
ν

 , Aν ] = 0
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and changes under gauge transformation as follows
pure
pure
i
−1
Apure
(x).
 (x) → Ã (x) = U (x)[A (x) + g * ]U

(15)

The physical term is responsible for the field strength
phys
Fν = Dpure Aphys
− Dνpure Aphys
− ig[Aphys
ν

 , Aν ],

(16)

and transforms like the latter
phys
phys
−1
Aphys
(x).
 (x) → Ã (x) = U (x)A (x)U

(17)

This approach is very similar to the background field method [11] and is essentially equivalent to the
gauge-invariant approach based on Dirac variables [12, 13].
The principal issue with it is that the splitting into pure-gauge and physical fields is not unique.
Indeed the following alternative fields
pure
Āpure
 (x) = A (x) + B (x),

phys
Āphys
 (x) = A (x) − B (x),

(18)

satisfy the defining conditions (14) and (15), provided that B (x) transforms in a suitable way
¯
under gauge transformations. The transformation (x) → (x)
is referred to as the Stueckelberg
transformation [8, 14]. Since the pure-gauge term plays essentially the role of a background field,
Stueckelberg dependence corresponds simply to background dependence [11]. It can also be understood
pure
phys
from a non-local point of view, where A (x) and A (x) appear as particular functionals of
A (x) [15–17].

4. Experimental implications
Because of the Stueckelberg dependence, the Chen et al. and Wakamatsu decompositions are not
unique. In practice, one imposes an extra condition to make the splitting (13) well-defined. Opinions
diverge about which condition to use and whether physical quantity are allowed or not to be
Stueckelberg/background dependent [7, 11].
As a matter of fact, the proton internal structure is essentially probed in high-energy scattering
experiments. The latter can be described within the framework of QCD factorization theorems [18]
which involves non-local objects with Wilson lines running essentially along the light-front direction.
This specific path for the Wilson lines is equivalent to working with the condition A+
phys (x) = 0 [15–17].
This means that from an experimental point of view, the latter condition is the most natural one. In
particular, it is with this condition that one can interpret the measured quantity G [19] as the gaugeinvariant gluon spin.
The OAM is also in principle accessible. The Ji or Wakamatsu OAM can be extracted from leadingtwist generalized parton distributions (GPDs) [6]. The Chen et al. OAM, which is equivalent to the
Jaffe-Manohar OAM considered in the appropriate gauge, is related to transverse-momentum dependent
GPDs (GTMDs) [16, 20, 21]. Unfortunately, it is not known so far how to extract these GTMDs from
experiments.

5. Conclusion
We briefly discussed the four main kinds of proton spin decompositions. We presented the main
features of the Chen et al. approach, where the gauge potential is split into pure-gauge and physical
contributions, and noted its similarity with the background field method and the gauge-invariant
approach based on Dirac variables. We commented on the uniqueness problem faced by this approach.
In particular, we noted that Stueckelberg dependence is basically equivalent to background dependence
and generalizes the notion of path dependence for non-local gauge-invariant quantities. We argued that
02005-p.3
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the Stueckelberg/background/path dependence issue is in practice solved by the framework used to
analyze actual experiments. In conclusion, we do not see any reason to discard a particular type of
decomposition from a purely physical point of view, although in practice some appear more easy to
determine from experiments.
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